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Follow this procedure: (1) Set o
cillator to test frequency (b). This is
the resonant frequency of the LC test
circuit and is indicated by peak deflec-
tion of the Ham. (2) At this point,
adjust oscillator output and meter range
for a convenient readable deflection, E.
(3) D below -reso-
nance frequency (f,) at which the de-
flection falls to 0.707E. (4) Next, de-
nt. oseillatra to an above -resonance Fre.

(f,) at which the deflection again
bills to 0.7075 (Figure 40 shows the

SitHand
the oscillator output must not be changed
from that selected in Step I. Q) From
the frequency readings, calculate 5:

(7) Q=b15t-F0

OTHER METHODS

Several other techniques of Af Q de-
termination deserve notim her, Each will
be found useful in situations governed
by available equipment, time require.
monis, and suitability.

Conventional Q Meter. The standard rf-
type 5 meter sometimes has provision for
disconnecting its internal r -f oscillator
and LODItect in, in NS place an external

auI o oscillator. This permits the regular
Q meter to be used at low frequencies
and is an advantage, since the indl.
rating meter reads Q directly. In most
instances, howeve, the internal variable
tuning capacitor will not provide enough
capacitance (150 pf is a common maxi -

um), so that it suitable Itigh-Q exter-
nal capacitor must be connected to the
Q -meter Ca terminals to resonate a coil
under test, or a suitable high.Q external
inductor rnust be connected to themeter

L[ Ly terminals to resonate a
citor LIIIINT test.

Calculation from Measured Inductance
and Resistance. If the inductance (L)
of a coil is previously measured at the
desired test frequency (1) by any avail.
able reliable method. and the do re.
sistance (R) is then measured on the
assumption that at audio frequencies the
dm and am resistance are essentially the
same, the approxitnnfe Q then may be
calculated from those values:

(8) 5= (TOtE) /R

There is no comparable method of de.
termining capacitor Q, since (unlike the
coil) the capacitor affords no direct ac.
cos s to its series resistance component.

Calradatiort front Measured Impedance
and Redistance. If the impedance CZ) of

coil is previously measured at the de-
sired test frequency hy atra available
reliable method, and the d.c resistance
(R) Is then measured on the assumption
that the dm and am resistance are es-
sentally the same at audio frequencies,
the approximate 5 (for Q values of 10
or higher) ntay be calculated from those
values:

(9) Q= R'

Calculation from Measured Voltage, Cur-
rent, and Resistance. If a voltage (E)
at the desired rest frequency is applied
to a coil and the resultant current (I)
measured, and if then the d -c resistanm
(15 of the coil is measured on the as.
sumption that the dm and ac resistance
are Bally the same at audio fre-
quencies,n the E, I, and R values may be
used to calculate the approximate Q
of the coil for Q values of 10 or higher:

(10) Q= -./(EH). -Re
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Present military specifications require that electronic equip-
ment be kept free of interference from 150 ICH, to 10 GHz.
Aerovox type FC low pass, miniature ceramic RFI suppres-
sion filters will meet or exceed the applicable requirements
of MIL -F-15733. These new units have been life tested for 250
hours at 1f /2 times the working voltage. After test, insulation
resistance of units is greater than 50 MegOhms.

All FC units are hermetically -sealed in silver plated cases
and have been tested for moisture resistance, temperature
cycling and Immersion and vibration under MIL -STD -202. Six
standard ratings are available depending on minimum inser-
tion loss, maximum DC resistance and maximum DC current
or law frequency AC Operating temperature is- 55.0 to
1-125'C Our filter application engineering department will
work with you to design and manufacture the exact filter for
your specific application requirement.
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Designed for applications in aircraft, industrial and vehicular
equipment these new Aerovox feed -through sup ression
capacitors will hold effective seriesinduct nce to an ab-
solute minimum and effectively filter brow band 'nterfer-
ence. Series P340 and P341 units have been sp cifically
engineered for through chassis or through p eel m canting.
Three terminal design - case serves as ectu I grow d term-
ination and the through input-outpUt line or DC or low
frequency AC appears at the remaining two termin Is.

These capacitors are available in 5 DC oltage ratings
from 100 to 600 VDC and 10 capacitance ra ges f om .001
to 2.0 uf. They are hermetically sealed with glass- o -metal
end seals for maximum performance in all envir nrnents.
Aerovox types P340 and P341 meet or exec d the require-
ments of MIL -C-11693. Write today for complete de criptive
literature.
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Determining Q At Audio Frequencies

By the Enginee

The radio -frequency Q meter is a

familiar insDument in the well-equipped
electronics laboratory. Its routine use in
the evaluation of high -frequency coils
and rap acitots also is faniliar. Not so
commonplace, however, is the low -fre-
quency Q meter for testing the high -L
coils and high -C capacitors ittet1 at audio
frequencies. Such instruments are avail.
able (average price $1563) both with
meter -plus -dial madout and with digital
readout but generally found only in
those laboratories devoted to lower -fre-
quency measurements. Nevertheless, the
need osionally arises to determine the
Q of boaton-cored coil or large capacitor
in laboratories equipped principally, or
exclusively, for high -frequency work. This

g Department, Aerovox Corporation

article explains some of the low -frequency
Q -measurement techniques, other than
use of a special low -frequency 5 meter,
w1' h available to the technician. In

whichl
the

eady

involve onl mmiprnent
is rily available iny the average

laboratory.

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

Numerically, the figure of merit (Q)

iif
a coilct or capacitorre is the ratio of

ts reaan ce to its sistance,

(1) Q=X/R= (wL) /12=1/ (050)

The resistive component is assumed to
bee.c resistance, mid this quantity may
or may not be equal to the Mc resistance.

Usually it is higher in value. That this is
trim resistance, rather than reactance, is

evident from Me fact that a current
tI rough it is in phase with the applied
voI tage. The am resistance results from
the monhined effect of several factors.

In a coil, these inchole dm (ohmic) re
sistance of the wire, terminals, and insu-
lation; effect of shielding; shape of coil;
and nature of the core material. In a

capacitoh they include d -c (leakage) re
sistance of the dielectric and case mate-
rial, plates, leads, and terminals; and
nature of the dielectric material. Skin
effect is an important ingredient 0 a-0,
resistance but is not so noticeable at
audio frequencies as at radio frequencies.
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FIGURE I. TEST SETUP FOR SELF -RESONANT FREQUENCY

Audichfrequency coils usually have a
large number of turns ol wire per unit
vol hatthat the distributed cap
tance of such a coil is significant in
value This capwita.nce wiles the
inchictance (L) of the coil to a self-
efrinant frequency Tr (LC

)andwhich must lie predtermied
avoided in conventional Q measurentenfr
Highscapacitors fortse at audio fre
quencies usually exhibit no self -resonance
in the a -f tesufrequency spectrum. 'Po
de'teuMne the If frequency of

rod, use the test setup shown in Fi-
gure 1: (I) Keep all leads short. (2)
Keep L out Of magnetic field, (3)
Set oscillator to its lowest Frequency.
(4) Set oscillator to sew output, (5) Set
won to its lowest range. (6) Adjust os-
cillator output for a slight deflection
of vtim. (7) Tune oscillator slowly up-
ward in frequency. noting that mete,
wading increase, (8) Continue tuning,
noting that at some frequency the meter
reading roes to a maximuth (peak de-
flection) and that it decrease, at higher
frequencies. Adjust oscillator output and
meter range, if neceasary, to prevent off -
scale deflection, (9) At peak deflection,
wad seIt -resonant frequency (ft) of coil
directly from oscillator dial. In subse
gum. Q measurements, it will be advise.

able to avoid test frequencies within We
range Ott to 2fr.

the insuuments used in a. Q -measuring
setup mum lie of good quality. An audio
vadat°, for example, must have mini,

mum distortion. low -impedance output.
high stability, freedom from hum and
spurious sigrwls, and excellent frequency
accuracy. A v -t voltmeter must have high
input ' p 1 egOhms
recommended), freedom from hum and
excellent amuracy and stability. An, coil
or capacitor used in the test must have
high Q and excellent stability, and its
value must be accurately known. (Lebo-
ratorykype inductors and standard Infra
capacitors-singly or in decade boxes-
are recommended.) When Midges or
similar instruments are used to measure
Q orto determine power factor, dissi-
pation factor, or affectivehesistance
from which Q subsequently is calculated,
thow instrument, must provide high
accuracy in that Q, hif, or R functions.

Low frequency measurement circuits
especially susceptible to the effects of

hum fields. Qtest setups accordingly
should lie shielded, grounded, wired with
short heavy leads, and otherwise protected
as required in the particular setup. Any

signal injection component, such as
a coupling resistor, Mould he low-inme-
dame Resistors must be noninductive.
The ,etup should be protected frorn large
temperature changes during the teat,
antI from moisture. When a Midge w

ilar instrument is used, the wmponent
under test must be connected to it by
the shortest and heaviest leads practicable.

unZ- PtreZ7bd71711:trdtcing7MP7ceci:t,
racy of measuremn, the lowest test.
signal voltage must Ise employed which
will afford accurately readable indica
tions.

BRIDGE METHODS

Many a -f bridges give a direct reading
of Q for inductors or of dissipation fac,
tor power factor or effective resistance
for capaciWrs

((fro
which capacitor Q

may be calculated). It most be remm-
bered, however, that direct dial,
for this purpose arc calibrated on the
basis of a single frequency, such as
1000 cps, and must be corrected at other
test fwquencies. The measurement tech
nique varies somewhat with different
instruments, but the usual method is
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FIGURE 2. Q-woLTMETtR METHOD, COILS

ILLIVOLTMET

DECADE CAPACITOR

to balance the bridge first for the re-
active iomponent (inductance or Piped
term) and next for the resistive win
ponent (Q, D, pf, R, G).

Depending upon make anti inodel of
bridge, various ranges and accuracies arc
proviI ed. Typical of the portable i mpe-
dance bridge (measurement rang,es of
P, I pf to 100 mad; L, 1 oh to WOO Ivy)
are the following: Q, 0.02-1000 arid IS,

0001-50, both at T-5% accuracy 1000
cps, A laboratory-tpe capacitance bridge
covering the capacitance range 0.1-1000
rf yjasti cafrottla4forcdsora4 range

tote?A D ?labtory..000001type inductance bridge covering She
inductance range 001 ph to 10 hy com-
monly affords an R, range of 0.002-
100,000 ohms at W33,4, accuracy

When the secondaw bridge balance
gives dissipation factor (1) calculate Q
from that whin:

(I) Q=1/1,

When this balance gives power factor
(pi, in percent), calculate Q front that

value when pf is 10% or less:

(3) Q=I0.0/pf

When it gives effective resistance (Re
olum), calculate Q:

(4) Q. (wl) /R, L is in henrys

When the seimidary balance givesemu
ductance (CV, in ohms), calculate Q:

(3) Q=1/ (wk) L is in henrys

Q -VOLTMETER METHOD

The Q-volttneter method is the tech-
nique employed in the 11 known rf-type
Q meter. He a standard voltage fr in-

cted into a series -resonant circuitp(com-rised by the component under Wst and
a standard component of the opposite
reactance), and Q determined as a Wm.
Lion of the resonankcircuit voltage. Labo-
ratory parts may quickly be amembled
into a bench setup for this test.

Cod Q. Figure 2 shows the setup for
checking the Q of a coil. In this arrange
nent, We roil (L) under ten is reso-

nated to the test frequency (ft) by
means of a high -quality decade capacitor
(C) . The latter shoWd be a mica unit
chosen to provide the required tuning
capacitance (C.1/14 tfIL) in steps small
obough for fine tuning. The test signal,
tained from a low -distortion audio as.

cillator, is injected into the test circuit
across a 10 -ohm noninductive coupling
resistor, R. If the oscillator will not tole.
rate this low -resistance load, a Suitable
stepdown transformer must then be con-
nwted between the oscillator and re-
sistor R.

Follow this procedure: (I) Set oscilla-
tor to desired twt frequency. (2)
'I emporarily connect high lead of Own
to top of resistor R, and adjust oscillator
output for a convenient voltage (Di)
my 0.1 v across the coupling reistor. (3)
Return high lead cif vtvm

fit
top of

coil, as shown in Figure 2. (4) Adjust
capacitance of decide capacitor C for re.
soften, as indicated by peak deflection
ofMow, (5) Recheck voltage Ft at top
of resistor R (as in Step 2), readjusting
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FIGURE 3. Q -VOLTMETER METHOD: CAPACITORS

oscillator output, if necessary, to restore
original level. (0) Return vtvm to top
of coil L and read resonant voltage; rm,
owl as Ea. (7) From the two voltages,
calculate Q:

( 0 Q / E

Capacitor Q. Figure -3 shows the setup
tor checking the Q of capacitor. In this
arrangement, the capacitor (C) under test
is resonated to the test frequency

inductby means of a high -quality decade induc
for The latter must be chosen to pro.
vide the required tuning inductance (L.
1/4rOfte) in steps small enough Cr fine
tuning. Furthermore, the Q of the
doctor itself must be much higher than
toat expected in the capacitor under .

As in
stow

revicms
gaud

the test signtest

from a distortion o osciII
a

ator
is injected into the circuit across a 10-
ohm noninductive coupling resistor, R.

(If the oscillator wnnot tolerate this
low -impedance Wad, a suitable stepdown
transformer must be co netted between
the oscillator and resistor IL)

Follow this prtwtocedure: (1) Set oscilla-
tor to desired frequency. (2) Tem-
porarily connect high lead of ahem to top
of re sistm R, and adjust oscillator out-
put for a convenient vol (Ed say
0.1 v across the resistor. (3)

tage
Return high

lead of vorn to top of inductor, as shown
in Figure 3. (4) Adjust inductance of
decide inductor L for resonance, as in-
dicated by peak deffection of vt-vm. (5)
Recheck voltage Et at top of rwistor
(as in Step 2), readjusting oscillator
output, if necessary, to restore to original
level. (0) Return sum to top of in.
due or L and read voltage;
record as Et. (7) Froon the two voltage,
calculate Q according to Equation (6).

It should be noted that this method
is lest successful with wpacittas than with
coils When the capacitors are inherently
high -Q components, such as the mica
type. The reason for this is that the Q
fsuch a eapacitor

bestry
much higher

than that of the high-inductince
test inductor.

SUSCEPTANCE VARIATION

METHOD

Fundamentally, this method involves a
simple examination of the selectiviW of a
resonant circuit containing the coil or
capacitor under test and a mmponent
of the opposite reactance. This resonant
circuit is comprised by I. and C Figure
4 (A). If the wpactor is being tasted for
Q, inductance Lim ust be chosen for
resonance with capacitance C at the de-
sired tact frequency: if the coil is being
tested, capacitance C must be chosen
for resonance with inductance L. If the
absolute test frequency is immaterial,
than any value of C or L, 58 the case
may be, can be used. In any event,
however, the added component, whether
L or C. must have the highest Q ob-
tainable.

The test signal is injected into the
circuit across the 10 ohmnoninductive
coupling rwistor, R. (If the oscillator
cannot tolerate this lowresistance load,
a suitable stepdown transformer must
he connected between the to and
resistor H.)


